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Company: Strike Social

Location: Thailand

Category: other-general

We are looking for a senior software engineer to join our growing team of technical experts,

where you will have the opportunity to build the next generation of social advertising

software. You will partner with data scientists, software engineers, and business teams to

build, optimize, or even re-designing our data pipelines and microservices to support the next

generation of our products. Responsibilities Lead development of features, experiments and

technical projects Architect, design, and develop RESTful and GraphQL APIs Author the

pipeline code required for optimal extraction, transformation, and loading of data from a wide

variety of data sources Demonstrate continuous improvement by inspecting and adapting

new ideas for improving solutions, tools and processes Mentor other team members in

software development best practices Troubleshoot the system and solve problems across all

platforms and application domains Advance the architecture of the data platform and

microservices, ensuring commitment to architectural and industry best practices

Qualifications 6+ years of experience in programming and developing web-based applications

Proficient in at least one of the following languages such as Python (Preferred), Ruby, Java,

Javascript, and etc. Willingness to learn Python is required. Advanced working SQL

knowledge and experience working with relational databases Familiar with one or more

frontend frameworks such as Angular (preferred), React, or Vue Experience supporting and

working with cross-functional teams in a dynamic environment Excellent communication skills

in English Knowledge and hands-on experience in CI/CD solutions would be a plus Bachelor's

degree or higher in Computer Science, Engineering, or related fields Thai citizen or Eligible to

work in Thailand Who we are Strike Social harnesses the power of artificial intelligence to
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drive the best outcomes in YouTube and social media advertising. We are a leader in the

fast growing marketing technology sector. Come help build the next generation of

advertising softwares and services using machine learning technologies including real-time

analytics, experimental modeling on the Strike Marketing Cloud/Data Warehouse. Some of

our clients are Microsoft, Disney, Netflix, Nike, and Samsung. With a workforce presence

in 16 major markets — including headquarters in Chicago and offices in Mexico and Manila —

Strike Social was recently named the No. 17 fastest-growing private company in the U.S. by

Inc. Magazine. Learn more at strikesocial.com. Working with us We are a small remote

team working in a fast-paced environment. Working hours are flexible. You will be

working with engineers and scientists from different locations and time zones so expect some

after hour meetings. Starting salary: 80,000-120,000 (THB) Powered by JazzHR
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